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CHEERFULNESS AND GOOD TEMPER
by L, Bohenek

A person tha.l -• has a good sense of humor
freqrtently be successfula Indeed,

the best traits one um possess are
heerfulnesJ and a good temper, A quick

or bad temper can be the downfall of the
most cuct:essful persona People tend to
stay a way from an ill—tempered persona
They aFsoriate with him only as much
as ig absolabely necessary; then, they
are on their way

Cheerfulness also is an excellent trait
to develop* The two run hand—in—hand*
If you possess ones you generally have
the other at least to a *arta in extent•
A cheerful person has a "magnetic person—-
allty,,," He seems to attract others to him*
Re gets along in both the business world
anl the social circles* He is never
shmned; rather he is invited to every,
social gatherings as well as to polit—-
ical organizations, and business enter-,
prises*

Thus, if one expects to get along in the
business or social world, or in life
itself, one had better develop a good
temper, a sense of humor, and a cheerful
personality. Once squired, these traits
are sever lost. In fact, they seem to
übuild up" with practicae They can be
exercised for years and years, and still
not be depleted. As in the words of
7.alph Waldo Emerson, '"So, of cheerful—-
ness or a good temper, the more of it
is spent, the more remains."
************ * * * * * * * * *

TIME TO INSURE
by Al Hinger

17Time to Insurell' is a slogan by which
many companies advertise. Most people
prefer to have a backlog to rely on
7hen they are confronted by unexpected
events* This same slogan can apply to
our blood bank..

The time has again come when the school's
blood bank must be replenished* It is a
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comforting thought, in time of dire
need, to know that there is a place where
one can receive help.

Mrs. vl7 informs us that our supply of
blood is almost depleted, Those of yo.A.
who are physically able to do so should
consult with Mrs, "K" and set an appoL_
ment,

There are two dates which are sche'/:ecl
for the center, the first occurs LL
end of the Easter vacation., Everybody
should be well rested and eager to
participate.

The people mho had to use our blood
receipts thank those who have already
contributed° Maybe next time YOU will
be the person offering thanks°

Establish your insurance nowt while
there is still times
******* * * * * * * *
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The To G.I.F. cltb is happy to announce
the appointment of Miss Geraldine
Wilkowski to the office of secretary,
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